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Official Fondazione Collodi palette

ARCHER PRO - Hoefler & Frere-Jones foundry, 2001
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SELFIE - Maximiliano Sproviero for Lián Types, 2014
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Blue fairy:
Represented here in the adult form, the fairy design is
influenced by Renaissance art. The dress with the big sleeves
and lace collar is inspired by the dresses worn by the noble
ladies seen in portraits of that era. The gold color gives an
otherwordly and magic glow to the character.
Contrary to popular belief, the blue fairy’s hair is not teal
but dark blue, almost black (turchino actually stands for
dark blue and not teal o turchese). The stars light her flowing
hair, as if they were stars shining on a night sky.
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Geppetto:
Geppetto is crouching, holding the instruments of his craft:
a small hammer and a chisel. He is wearing a vest over a
shirt with rolled-up sleeves and green pants. As described
by Collodi, he is an old man who tries to conceal his age by
wearing an ugly yellow wig, which garners him the nickname
Polendina (Polenta is cornmeal mush, an accessible source
of food, popular in Italy).

Pinocchio palette
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Corporate design elements such as signage, badges, interior
design and employers gear should follow the official color
palette and identity guidelines.
Other merchandising materials can feature different color
schemes, especially if associated with other characters.
The illustrations style is consistent with the logo: really
clean, geometric but fluid. The stippling textures add depth,
dimension and detail to the clean designs, creating different
outputs while mantaining the identity consistent.
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The new Fondazione Collodi identity is designed to be fun
and colorful, but still classy and professional. The three main
colors are sourced from the Pinocchio palette: a coral red, a
deep green and a light teal.
All the outputs officially related to the brand identity
(stationery, employers t-shirts, badges, signage) should
follow the official Fondazione Collodi palette.
The primary font is Archer, designed by Hofler and FrereJones foundry. In their own words, – a font that’s friendly
without being silly, and attractive without being flashy –.
The seconday font, Selfie, is designed to mimic elementary
school cursive. It is funny and adds a playful element when
used sparingly.
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ID DESIGN: FONDAZIONE COLLODI

The iconic design of
Pinocchio remains the
primary focus of the logo
system, ensuring continuity
with the current branding.
The layout of the logos is
inspired by Renaissance
portraits, which often
feature the person from the
shoulders up, at the center
of the scene, surrounded
by a soft background and a
bold frame. The Fondazione
Collodi’s logo is bigger and
features image of Pinocchio.
The other three logos feature
Pinocchio’s face with different
backgrounds, representing
the locations that host the
three organizations: Giardini
di Villa Garzoni, Parco di
Pinocchio and Scuola della
Fondazione Carlo Collodi.
The logos share the same
geometric structure and
proportions.
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To adapt the logo and character appearance to moden taste,
the first step to make was to develop a clean and iconic
design for Pinocchio: a design that could work effectively
as a logo for its cleanliness, but also work inside more
complex illustrations. It was important to mantain a really
clean and geometric design whithout losing the warm and
approachable expression of the character.
Pinocchio is described as a burattino (a cloth puppet
animated by hands) but in reality he is a marionetta (a
marionette attached to strings). This ambiguity, brought
on by the author himself, has led to confusion regarding the
appearance of Pinocchio. In this design he clearly appears
as a marionette, with visible round joints and simpler
mittens-like hands. The face is round and dainty, with the
eyebrows connecting to the profile of the nose, creating a
very clean and iconic design which emphasizes the nose
even from the front. The eyes are small and round, the
cheeks are two red circles. The mouth is defined by a
soft curved line, alluding to a friendly smile. The lines
coming down the mouth are rounded, rather than straight,
like usually seen on marionettes. This tiny detail is crucial
to avoid the sometimes eerie appearance of marionettes with
animated mouths.
The traditional color palette has been updated by choosing
a deeper green and a trendier coral-red. The tiny dress is
decorated with small flowers, the buttons are on the back like
in children’s clothes.

UPDATED DESIGN - LOGOS
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UPDATED DESIGN - FULL BODY VIEW
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CHARACTER RE-DESIGN: PINOCCHIO

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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